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This article presents the development and application of a methodology that employs
optimization not to seek the single or few optimal plan(s) but to provide planners with
a systematic overview of their decision space. As urban development projects are not
only subject to decisions of planners but also to those of many actors, the insight about
how different actors would decide based on the decisions of the planners should enable
planners to already adapt their decisions to ensure that final project targets are reached.
The existence of different decision makers is considered via a multiparametric mixed-
integer linear programming (mpMILP) approach. Along with the methodology a model
was developed, which incorporates multiple domains and scales. Those domains include
social, environmental, form, energy, and economic aspects. The considered scales range
from single floors up to a neighborhood. Model and methodology were applied to a
greenfield development project. Two practical questions are answered, which address
the impact of planning decisions about (a) the building density and the sustainability of
the energy supply on costs of different actors and (b) the building density and the share of
parks on the view on a landmark. The capturing of the decision space revealed trade-offs
in terms of chosen energy supply system and urban form, respectively. The presented
computational method forms part of the decision support tool URBio, which shall assist
urban planning.

Keywords: urban planning, decision support, multiparametric mathematical programming, multiscale, multido-
main, multiactor, skydome, landmark view

1. INTRODUCTION

Urban planning has ever been a complex task. A reason for this complexity is the requirement to
take decisions that have long lasting implications on various domains and are taken on many scales
by different actors during several phases of a planning project (Albers, 1997).

The multitude of domains affected by the outcomes of a planning process—and thus to be
respected during this process—encompasses the urban form and function as the layout of cities and
the distribution of services (Oswald et al., 2003; Steemers, 2003; Schwarz, 2010). A related but yet dis-
tinct domain is formed by social aspects such as the spatial variation of density, or the livability, e.g.,
in form of open space (Lehnerer, 2009). Economic aspects comprise a third domain in form of costs
and benefits for the individual and for the community (Keirstead and Shah, 2013). To this adds with
increasing importance the responsibility of planning cities that are sustainable not only regarding
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the aforementioned domains but also regarding the demand
for and supply of energy and their environmental implications
(Moavenzadeh et al., 2002; Oswald et al., 2003; Steemers, 2003).
This variety of domains implies also the existence of multiple,
potentially conflicting goals (Fujita et al., 1999; Anders, 2016;
Dijkstra et al., 2016).

Furthermore, urban systems inherently span multiple spatial
scales ranging from beyond the city borders, concerning, e.g., the
exchange of material, energy, people, and information (Robinson,
2011), down to the scale of, e.g., a single wall, whose insulation
impacts energy demand (Ratti et al., 2003; König et al., 2009; Knoll
and Oertel, 2012; Rode et al., 2014). From a scientific perspective,
even this range of scales could be considered too narrow for a
holistic assessment of city-related questions, but from a practi-
tioner’s perspective it might be already considered too wide as
it adds the difficulty of considering the aforementioned domains
over multiple scales. The impact and therewith importance of
considering all domains and scales simultaneously, however, is to
date not evident to any of us (Pfenninger et al., 2014; Allegrini
et al., 2015).

Next to these rather “physical” properties of a city exists a
hurdle that results from the practice of planning itself: although
the decisions of planners have a considerably high impact on the
ultimately built neighborhood, their decisions are not the only
ones affecting the final result. Some of their decisions that are
made during early phases of the planning process have ultimately
to be realized by implementations during later phases of the
process (Bruno et al., 2011). Those implementations, however, are
also subject to decisions of different actors, such as energy sup-
plier(s), architects, building contractors, landlords, and tenants.
This holds especially if the decisions of planners take the form of
postulated targets. An example therefore would be the target for
a specific share of energy from renewable sources (RES), where
the achievement of the target ultimately depends on the ensemble
of decisions for energy supply technologies or the insulation of
buildings.

Adopting a common denotation in the field of multilevel opti-
mization (Floudas, 2000; Pistikopoulos et al., 2007), all actors
other than planners will be referred to as followers. In the context
of urban planning, this denotation is merely referring to the
chronology of decisions and not to the hierarchy of actors. The
followers decide partly based on knowledge that would be already
available to the planners, butmight be over looked due to the sheer
amount of it (e.g., spatially highly resolved information), partly
based on knowledge that is just created by the planners as being
a result of their decision. The decisions of followers also create
knowledge that on the contrary was not available upstream in the
planning process, but might have affected the initial decisions.
This dilemma can theoretically be only overcome by a simultane-
ous making of all decisions (Bruno et al., 2011). Although being
quite hypothetical, the obstacles to such simultaneous decision
making in urban planning are hereafter considered.

Due to the multitude of domains and scales affected, the
amount of all decisions to be taken during a planning process is
very high, spanning a considerably large decision space (Figure 1).
This decision space is especially large for greenfield urban plan-
ning, where the task is to sketch a new urban development on

an unbuilt patch of land. In fact, it is so large that a single
individual could not hope to capture all interdependencies within
this decision space and all its boundaries. A group of individuals
would already more likely be capable to do so, which lead to
the rise of collaborative planning (Godschalk and Mills, 1966).
However, it brings along limitations of communication and thus
mutual understanding. Whether a single person or a group, there
remains the limitation that they are not entitled by law to take all
decisions. Although the legal situation might partly result from
the recognition of the mental and communication limitations, a
part of the decisions is expressively left to followers to respect their
freedom. This holds especially for more subjective or context-
specific decisions about, e.g., architectural design, which can thus
not be decided “at once” and are almost impossible to anticipate.
However, other decisions by followers are more rationally driven
and thus easier to anticipate and it is this kind of decisions, this
work aims at incorporating in the planning process. This process
could then profit from the insight into the effect of decisions of
the planners on those of the followers, by adapting the upstream
decisions accordingly.

1.1. Choice of Methodology
The issue of a decision space too large to capture by a human
leads to the employment of computation methods (Bruno et al.,
2011; Saleh and Al-Hagla, 2012). One method of letting the com-
puter not only evaluate scenarios, where all input is decided by
humans, but also take decisions, is the application of optimiza-
tion algorithms. Several classes of optimization algorithms exist,
which differ by, e.g., speed, robustness against numeric starting
conditions, permissible mathematical formulations, or if finding
the global optimum is guaranteed (Reeves, 1993; Floudas, 1995;
Bierlaire, 2015). Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) is
deemed to be especially suited for the purpose of this work, since
it allows to comparably quickly generate a multitude of plans
(Williams, 2013), and to include both continuous and discrete
decision variables, but is easier to solve than mixed-integer non-
linear programs (Conejo et al., 2006, p. 12). It lies in the nature
of optimization that it leads to extreme solutions at corner points
or edges of the solution space (Keirstead and Shah, 2013). This
is, however, to some extent contradictory to the task of urban
planners who rather have to balance many interests, which more-
over are not even all quantifiable (Ligmann-Zielinska et al., 2008).
Thus, the final outcome of the planning process might not lie
on an extreme point of the solution space, which means that a
mathematical optimum could be, but is not necessarily the goal
(Brill, 1979; Markl et al., 2009; Bruno et al., 2011).

This insight is respected by the choice of different techniques
for different types of decisions. The decision space is separated by
sorting the decisions according to the actors who typically take
them. The computer takes the multitude of the decisions of the
followers while the human takes the typical planning decisions
(Figure 1). A form of optimization that is suited for this purpose
is known as multiparametric optimization where a number of
decision variables are decided by the algorithm dependent on
parametrized constraints (Gal, 1995; Pistikopoulos et al., 2007; Liu
et al., 2011). A sampling technique is then used to systematically
capture the decision space (Saleh and Al-Hagla, 2012) with all
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FIGURE 1 | Examples of decisions to be made by different actors during the phases of an urban planning process and being implemented on different scales.

its bounds and interior tipping points (Scheffer et al., 2012) at
which the system design would change subject to the decision of
planners.

1.2. Research Goal
In this context, the research goal is to develop a multiparamet-
ric mixed-integer linear programming model that incorporates
decisions for multiple domains, scales, phases, and actors of an
urban development project. This article contains the description
and demonstration of the optimizationmethod and the developed
model. Both form the computational basis for a decision support
tool named URBio, which was introduced in Cajot et al. (2017),
and whose decision support aspects will be described in a future
article. First applications of URBio can be found in Cajot et al.
(2016) and Hsieh et al. (2017).

Beforehand, existing literature on computer models is pre-
sented, which combine different domains and scales of urban
planning, and which preferably employ optimization techniques.

1.3. State-of-the-Art
Batty (2009) sorts models in the urban field into three main
classes: land-use transport (LUT) models, urban dynamics mod-
els, and models that represent individual agents as cellular
automata, agent-based models, and microsimulation. Models of
the first class (LUT) typically focus on the relationship between
urban form and function as stated by Keirstead and Shah (2013).
They also review LUT models that include optimization tech-
niques. Examples for such models are the ones of Ligmann-
Zielinska et al. (2008) andKumar et al. (2016), who both useMILP
to generate land-use plans on a city scale considering, e.g., the
compatibility of adjacent land uses.

The work of Bruno et al. (2011) couples a parametric design
software with a genetic algorithm to generate a multitude of
urban plans and thus explore the decision space of urban plan-
ners heuristically. Their model comprises 5 decision variables
for location, program, density, proximity, and mixed-use quality.
Saleh and Al-Hagla (2012) make use of parametric design without
employing an optimization algorithm to explore the interactions
between urban form and environmental aspects, namely, the
microclimate. Shi et al. (2017) have recently reviewed the efforts of
coupling design generation software, with energy simulation and
heuristic optimization algorithms to create and evaluate urban
designs under energy aspects. Haque and Asami (2014) take
heuristic optimization for urban planning down to the floor scale
by including building height and mixed use via a continuous
decision variable. They further consider different actors in form
of governmental planner and land developer. The group “Kaiser-
srot” developed different computational tools for architectural or
urban design from sub-floor to district scale employing statistical
methods, concepts of self-organization, or optimization in form of
genetic algorithms (Hovestadt, 2010). The examples they provide
incorporate in different combinations urban form and function,
social aspects as densities, proximities and view, and economic
aspects as construction costs.

The so far mentioned articles have in common that energy
aspects of urban systems are marginal, or completely out of their
scope. On the contrary, however, there exists a whole body of
research on energy planning. Relevant reviews include the ones
by Mirakyan and De Guio (2013) and Huang et al. (2015), who
compare tools that can be employed during different phases of
the process of planning community or city-scale energy systems.
Markovic et al. (2011) reviewed this kind of tools with an addi-
tional focus on the environmental impact of those energy systems.
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Allegrini et al. (2015) performed a review on computationalmeth-
ods that address the planning, design, and operation of energy
supply systems spanning frombuilding to district scale. One of the
conclusions drawn is that there were still no tools that can be used
for parametric analysis on the urban scale and that conform to an
optimization process. The review of Reinhart and Cerezo Davila
(2016) addresses the so-called urban energy building models
(UBEM) designed for operational energy demand estimation. The
listed works have as common goal the application of physically
detailed building models on a neighborhood or city scale.

An overview over recent developments and applications of
multiparametric programming is given byOberdieck et al. (2016).
Of the reviewed studies, the ones dealing with problems of bilevel
programming and multiobjective optimization are closest to the
purpose of this work. However, none is addressing the problem of
urban or energy planning.

The ensemble of aforementioned reviews reveals that there are
only few tools that consider both energy and non-energy aspects
for the planning of urban systems. Existing work in this direction
is presented in greater detail in the following. Riera Pérez and Rey
(2013) use the decision support tool SméO to evaluate 3 urban
renewal scenarios. Their work regards a quite complete range of
urban planning aspects and spans the building to neighborhood
scale. Robinson et al. (2007) developed SUNtool for fast and phys-
ically rigorous analyses of interdependencies between urban form
and building energy demand. This is achieved by incorporating
dynamic models, with a specific focus on shortwave irradiation
exchange and user behavior. The tool was demonstrated on a case
study of 100 buildings with each two thermal zones, thus spanning
floor to neighborhood scales. Optimization is achieved by para-
metric studies although a coupling with, e.g., genetic algorithms
was mentioned as a potential extension. Fonseca et al. (2017) use
their tool CEA to examine the interactions between mixture of
buildings’ occupancy types, environmental performance in terms
of emissions and noise pollution, and resilience of both energy
and transport infrastructure. They cover sub-building scales with,
e.g., the calculation of user densities up to the scale of a new
neighborhood of 25 ha. As for most previous tools, the urban
form and function are user input in form of different design
scenarios.

Following tools employ also optimization methods: Keirstead
et al. (2009) introduced SynCity an integrated modeling frame-
work for the design of minimum energy layouts in early-phase
urban planning. Thiswas especially achieved by introducingmod-
eling of energy demand and supply into the field of optimization-
based land-use models. To allow for a finer spatial resolution
without significantly increasing computational costs they chose to
use MILP (Keirstead and Shah, 2011). The case studies presented
in Keirstead and Shah (2011) deal with the partly quantitative
allocation of urban functions within a real district which is sep-
arated into about 40 distinct sites and a hypothetic, regular grid
of 100 16-ha cells. Since the decision variables are surfaces and
densities, the scale range should be rather classified as block to
neighborhood, thus neglecting phenomena on building or even
floor scale. Both the sizing of energy utilities and networks and the
consideration of costs and partly even environmental implications
in the form of emissions were included in SynCity for hypothetic

grids of 16–256 cells (Keirstead et al., 2012) and in the tool DES-
DOP ofWeber et al. (2010) andWeber and Shah (2011). However,
both works considered the design of the energy supply utilities as
a sequential step after the allocation and sizing of urban functions.

As a further development of the above presented SUNtool of
Robinson et al. (2007) can be seen the tool CitySim (Kämpf,
2009; Robinson et al., 2009). In Kämpf et al. (2010), it is coupled
with an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the design of a set
of about 32 buildings with different, predefined block layouts in
terms of their volume for their received annual irradiation offset
by their thermal losses. Taking into account also the surroundings
of the buildings their spatial scales span the buildings up to the
district. The study focuses on the trade-off between urban form
and solar potential. UMI is a Rhinoceros plug-in for the design of
new neighborhoods (Reinhart et al., 2013). It incorporates social,
energy, and environmental aspects. The urban form for each
scenario has to be specified by the user and is thus extrinsic to the
model. Presented case studies range from floor to neighborhood
scale. Parametric modeling and optimization can be achieved
using Grasshopper (Rakha and Reinhart, 2011). Best et al. (2015)
developed a model for early-stage urban planning considering
densities and building functions, which allows to simultaneously
optimize energy supply and demand on an hourly time scale using
a genetic algorithm. The smallest covered scale comprises floors.
A larger scale is represented via an aggregation of individually
simulated buildings.

1.4. Identified Gaps
The recent years have seen some progress toward a combination
of several domains and scales within single tools. However, there
still remain gaps, especially between the rather traditional urban
planning domains concerning social aspects and urban form and
function, and the energy planning domain concerning supply,
transport, and demand of energy as well as its environmental and
economic implications. This manifests in criteria of the, respec-
tively, other domains either not being regarded or having to be
provided as inputs to the model. Furthermore, tools that come
from the field of building simulation often aim to take detailed
modeling to larger scales. As these tools need relatively precise
information regarding urban form, they tend to focus on urban
design aspects rather than urban planning aspects (Reinhart et al.,
2013). A second gap lies in the form of employed optimization
algorithm if any. Almost all of the recently developed tools rely
on heuristic optimization methods (Kumar et al., 2016). The last
gap concerns the usage of multiparametric optimization: Despite
the fact that it seems well suited, it was so far not applied to urban
planning problems.

2. METHODS AND MATERIAL

2.1. Multiparametric Programming
This section shows how the task of urban planning can be stated
as amultiparametric programming problem.Decisions are usually
taken based on performance indicators Π, which are themselves a
function of the former:

Π = F(ϕ), ϕ ∈ Φ, (1)
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where ϕ denotes all variables whose values are to be decided (i.e.,
decision variables) within their regarding variable space Φ. Based
on the recognition that the number of decisions is very large, fur-
ther that these decisions are made by different actors at different
phases of the urban development project, and last that all these
decisions influence the final values of the performance indicators
(see section 1), the decisions are roughly separated into decision
variables θ, which are typically decided by planners at early phases
and larger scales of the urban project, and decision variables x
and y, which are typically decided by different stakeholders at later
phases and smaller scales.

Π = f(θ, x, y), θ ∈ Θ, x ∈ R, y ∈ Z. (2)

Here, x denotes continuous variables and y denotes discrete
(i.e., binary or integer) variables. They are decided by an opti-
mization algorithm which solves the following multiparametric
mixed-integer linear programming problem (Pistikopoulos et al.,
2007):

min
x,y

f(θ, x, y) = cTx (θ) · x + cTy (θ) · y,

subject to Px(θ) · x + Py(θ) · y = p(θ),
Qx(θ) · x + Qy(θ) · y ≤ q(θ),
θ ∈ Θ, x ∈ Rn

≥0, y ∈ Zq, (3)

where optimal values for x and y are determined in dependence
on the values of θ. x and y can thus be interpreted as ratio-
nal reactions of the followers to the decisions of the planners θ
(Pistikopoulos et al., 2007, p. 129f). In this work, the problem
of the followers [equation (3)] is solved using a mixed-integer
linear programming algorithm, while the problem of the planners
[equation (2)] is explored via systematic sampling (Thompson,
2012) of the decision space. Thismeans that the values of decisions
of the planners θ are systematically changed, and the resulting
values for decision variables of the followers x and y as well as the
values of the performance indicators Π are captured.

2.2. Optimization Model
Criteria of the following domains are modeled: (a) urban form
and function, (b) social aspects, (c) energy supply, distribution,
and demand, and both (d) environmental and (e) economic
implications.

The range of considered scales is set to cover the floor scale
up to the neighborhood scale. The choice for the smallest scale
is mainly due to the planning task of designing both horizontally
and vertically mixed-use developments that foster social equality
(Ligmann-Zielinska et al., 2005). The largest scale is selected to
cover most of phenomena that only arise when looking beyond
the building scale, while remaining small enough that actual out-
comes of the model can have a practical meaning (Riera Pérez and
Rey, 2013).

The model builds on common optimization modeling
approaches for urban planning and the design and operation
of energy systems, respectively. Where the model employs
these approaches, only a short explanation of the equations
listed in Tables 1–2 and references for further reading is

provided. However, for some aspects the reviewed modeling
approaches were found insufficient. After stating reasons for
novel developments, those parts of the model are described in
greater detail.

2.2.1. General Overview
A planning site for a new neighborhood is divided into parcels on
which buildings can be placed. These buildings are comprised of
floors of potentially different occupancy types [equation (4)]. The
buildings again can be of different types (e.g., mixed use or single
family homes) and have type-dependent height limitations and
typical footprints [equations (5)–(7)] (Haque and Asami, 2014).
Based on the resulting gross floor area (GFA) [equation (8)] the
density in form of floor area ratio (FAR) [equation (17)] can be
calculated.

Further is this area used to estimate energy demands [equation
(18)] (Keirstead and Shah, 2011) based on national norms for
newly constructed buildings (see section 2.3.3.1). These demands
have to be met by decentralized or centralized energy conversion
technologies, where the latter are connected with the buildings
via exchange technologies and networks. Closing the accord-
ing energy balances allows to determine operation rates of each
technology [equations (19)–(22)] (Samsatli and Jennings, 2013).
These are used to calculate operation costs [equation (37)] and to
determine the purchased technologies and their sizes [equations
(23) and (24)] (Weber, 2008). Thus, the model accounts for both
the design and operation of energy technologies. Using piecewise
linearization to account for economies of scale, the active segment
of the investment cost curves is selected with equations (35) and
(36). These allow to calculate investment costs [equation (38)],
which can be annualized with equation (39) (Yokoyama et al.,
2002).

The share of renewable energy sources serves as an indicator
to assess the sustainability of the energy supply. To calculate this
share, the sum of all energy coming from such sources (air, soil,
PV, waste heat, and partly the national electricity network) is
divided by the sum of buildings’ demands, transport losses, and
electricity exports [equation (41)].

2.2.2. Novel Model Components
2.2.2.1. Parks
Several authors covered the optimal allocation of parks on the city
scale considering aspects such as population density, air and water
quality, noise, the urban heat island effect, or land-use patterns
(Neema and Ohgai, 2010, 2013; Yuan et al., 2011; Fernández
et al., 2015). Assessments on the district to neighborhood scale
treat, for example, the accessibility, connectivity, costs, number
of beneficiaries, or population density, respectively (Sefair et al.,
2012; Yu et al., 2014). This work focuses on the relationships
between parks and their surroundings on the building to floor
scale. The modeled aspects are inspired by the work of Jacobs
(1961), who describes several basic principles characterizing parks
with a positive contribution to their environment.

2.2.2.1.1. Coherence. First, parks should be enclosed and clearly
delimited by a certain number of buildings, rather than isolated at
the border of the community. Not only does a proper enclosure by
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TABLE 1 | Model equations for urban form and function and social aspects.

Urban form and function

Floor Number of floors npc,bt,otfl ≥ 0 (4)

Building existence
∑

ot n
pc,bt,ot
fl

nfl,max
≤ ξpc,bt

blg ≤
∑

ot n
pc,bt,ot
fl (5)

Building types
∑

bt ξ
pc,bt
blg ≤ 1 (6)

Height hpcblg =
∑

ot n
pc,bt,ot
fl · hotfl ≤ hbtmax (7)

Building Gross floor area Apc,bt,ot
fl = npc,bt,otfl · Abtfp (8)

Social aspects

Block Parks (section 2.2.2.1)
Coherence

ξpc1
park ≤

∑
pc2,bt ξ

pc2,bt
blg

nblg@parks,min
with{pc2 ∈ PC: d pc1,pc2

ecl ≤ dblg@parks,max} (9)

Diversity

ξpc1
park ≤

∑
pc2,bt n

pc2,bt
fl

nbtfl@park,min
with{pc2 ∈ PC: dpc1,pc2ecl ≤ dblg@parks,max} (10)

Direct sunlight irdir,min · ξpc
park ≤ irpcdir (11)

Landmark View Factor (section 2.2.2.2)
Number of floors with view per building pair

npc1,pc2fl,view,rel =
hpc2blg −hpc1,pc2obs

hfl
(12)

∀{pc1, pc2 ∈ PC:ψ − ∆ψ
2 ≤ βpc1,pc2 ≤ ψ + ∆ψ

2 ∧ dpc1,pc2ecl ≤ dmax}
Maximum distance between building pairs

dmax = D
H ·

(
1

maxbt∈BTh
bt
max

− 1
H

)−1

(13)

Obstructed height
hpc2blg −hpc1,pc2obs

H−hpc1,pc2obs

=
dpc1,pc2ecl

D+dpc1,pc2ecl

(14)

Number of floors with view per buildinga

npc1fl,view = minpc2{npc1,pc2fl,view,rel;
∑

bt

∑
ot nfl

pc1,bt,ot ̸=‘com’} (15)

Overall LVF LVFtot =
∑

pc npcfl,view∑
pc

∑
bt

∑
ot nfl

pc,bt,ot̸=‘com’ (16)

Neighborhood Density FAR =
∑

pc
∑

bt
∑

ot A
pc,bt,ot
fl∑

pc Apcpar
(17)

aA linear form of this equation is implemented using inequality constraints.

buildings visually and spatially define the park as a positive feature
but it also increases its accessibility. This is implemented by pro-
viding a constraint on occupied parcels around parks [equation
(9)]. Implications of this constraint can be influenced by setting
the minimum number of buildings around a park nblg@park ,min:
Higher numbers result to more enclosed parks. Setting the maxi-
mum Euclidean distance between the park’s parcel and surround-
ing parcels dblg@parks ,max defines the perimeter in which surround-
ing buildings should be considered. Different combinations of
both parameters allow to either enforce or prohibit specific layouts
such as parks located at corners of blocks.

2.2.2.1.2. Diversity. Second, and related to the enclosure princi-
ple, surrounding buildings should offer a high diversity of uses.
This in turns ensures a high diversity of users, leading to a more
continuous occupation of the park throughout the day. In the
model, this can be enforced by putting thresholds on numbers
of floors of a certain occupancy type on parcels around parks
[equation (10)].

2.2.2.1.3. Direct Sunlight. Third, the attractiveness of the park
is also influenced by the amount of direct sunlight. Depending
on the climatic context, complete obstruction of sunlight by tall

buildings should be fostered or avoided. Here constraint (11)
ensures a minimum of direct solar irradiation irdir (see section
2.2.2.3).

2.2.2.2. Landmark View Factor
The quality of living space and with it its cost is influenced by
the view it offers on surrounding landmarks (Benson et al., 1998;
Thalmann, 2010). In recognition of the demand for computer
tools that inform planners, architects, and building contractors,
previous attempts exist to visualize or quantify this view in com-
puter models. The Ladybug plug-in for Grasshopper developed
by Roudsari et al. (2013a) allows to visualize the obstruction to
views from specified locations within a given urban scene by
means of view roses. Ferreira et al. (2015) calculate the visibility
of landmarks by rendering urban scenes from sampling points
distributed over the landmark and determining buildings from
which these points could be seen. Both of these tools estimate
the view on a building scale without indicating a quantification
on a neighborhood scale. In addition, they are designed to ana-
lyze extrinsically defined scenes where the here proposed model
considers urban form intrinsically.

Consequently, a performance indicator to assess view quality
is introduced here: The landmark view factor (LVF) is defined
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TABLE 2 | Model equations for energy, economic, and environmental aspects.

Energy aspects

Floor Energy demand Epc,t
blg =

∑
bt

∑
ot sr

bt
ERA · eot,tblg · Afl

pc,bt,ot (18)

Building Energy supply
Local balance Elc,t

blg +
∑

ct E
lc,ct,t + Elc,t

xt = 0 (19)

Network balance
∑

lc E
lc,t
xt + Et

ntw,nat = 0 (20)

Energy flow Elc,et,t = olc,et,t · rlc,et,t (21)

Operation rate ξlc,et,t · minsσet,smin ≤ olc,et,t ≤ ξlc,et,t · maxsσet,smax (22)

Technology size olc,et,t ≤
∑

s σlc,et,s (23)

Technology existence
∑

s ξlc,et,s ≤
∑

t ξ
lc,et,t (24)

Solar availability (section 2.2.2.3)

Elevation anglea tan ϵpc1,az = maxpc2
hpc2blg −hpc1blg

dpc1,pc2ecl

∀
{
pc1, pc2 ∈ PC:αaz − ∆αaz

2 ≤ βpc1,pc2 ≤ αaz + ∆αaz
2

}
(25)

Highest obstructed sky patch
λpc,az,el · tanϵelmin ≤ tan ϵpc1,az ≤ λpc,az,el · tanϵelmax (26)∑

el λ
pc,az,el = 1 (27)

Solar irradiation
irpc,ttot = irttot,unobs −

∑
az

∑
el λ

pc,az,el ·
∑

el2: el2≤el ir
az,el2,t
tot (28)

Electricity from PV

Epc,t
pv ≤ ηel,pv · srpv · Abtfp ·

(
ir pc,ttot + irtot,unobs

(
1 − ξpc,bt

blg

))
(29)

Epc,t
pv ≤

∑
bt ξ

pc,bt
blg · ηel,pv · srpv · Abtfp · irttot,unobs (30)

Energy networks (section 2.2.2.4)
Network losses rlc,et=‘xt’ = 1 + rloss · dlcntw (31)

Block Block connection ξpc
hts ≤ ξbl

hn (32)

Branch length lbrntw,branch ≥ ξbl · lbl,brntw,seg (33)

Neighborhood Network length lntw =
∑

br l
br
ntw,branch +

∑
bl ξ

bl · lblntw,block (34)

Economic aspects

Building Active segment ξlc,et,s · σet,smin ≤ σlc,et,s ≤ ξlc,et,s · σet,smax (35)

Of cost curve
∑

s ξpc,et,s ≤ 1 (36)

Operation cost (annual) Ccb,lc,et
op =

∑
t o

lc,et,t · ccb,etop,lin · δt (37)

Investment cost Ccb,lc,et
inv =

∑
s

(
ξlc,et,s · ccb,et,sinv,cst + σlc,et,s · cet,scb,inv,lin

)
(38)

Annuity factor afcb,et =
icb·

(
icb+1

)∧
ltet

(icb+1)∧ ltet−1
(39)

Neighborhood Network cost Cinv,ntw = (cinv,l,dm · dmntw + cinv,l) · lntw (40)

Environmental aspects

Neighborhood Share of RES sRES =
Eair+Esoil+Ewht+Epv+sRES,en-nat·Eimp,net∑

pc
(
Epc
rh+hw+Epc

bs+rc

)
+Ehn,loss+Een-loc,loss+Eexp,net

(41)

Net electricity balance Eexp,net − Eimp,net = Eexp − Eimp (42)

Net electricity export 0 ≤ Eexp,net ≤ ξexp,net · Eexp,max (43)

Net electricity import 0 ≤ Eimp,net ≤ (1 − ξexp,net) · Eimp,max (44)

aA linear form of this equation is implemented using inequality constraints.

as the share of floors, either per building or per neighborhood,
that have a view on a specified landmark. The number of floors
per building with a view can be approximated by calculating the
vertical part of a building from which the landmark could be
seen and dividing it by the average floor height (see Figure 2A).
This number is calculated for each pair of buildings, where one is
potentially obstructing the view of the other [equation (12)]. This
is accounted for by regarding only parcels that are both within a
maximum distance dmax [equation (13)] and a certain, predefined

angular range ∆ψ (see Figure 2B). This view range depends on
the type of landmark. In the case of a natural land mark such as a
mountain range, most likely only a broader view range would be
considered as providing a building with a nice view than it would
be the case with, e.g., an architectural landmark.

The height of the obstructed part of the building can be deduced
from the height of the landmark H, the distance toward the
landmark D and the Euclidean distance between the two consid-
ered buildings decl using the intercept theorem [equation (14)].
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FIGURE 2 | Views of a planning site to illustrate considered heights, distances and angles for the calculation of the LVF. (A) Side view. (B) Top view.

In the case, there is no obstruction by any building the number
of floors with a nice view equals the number of residential and
office floors of the building [equation (15)]. Commercial floors
are thus not being valorized for a nice view. To be able to com-
pare resulting neighborhood layouts, an overall LVF is calculated
[equation (16)].

2.2.2.3. Solar Availability
To assess solar availability, a novel method was developed that
integrates cumulative skies into an MILP formulation. The elec-
tricity generated by PV panels depends on the tilt angle and
area of these panels and on the amount of incident irradiation.
The amount of solar irradiation during a specific time period
coming from a specific sky patch can be assessed using cumulative
skies (Robinson and Stone, 2004). The incident irradiation on
the rooftop then depends on obstructions toward the sky vault.
In urban surroundings, near-field obstructions depend mainly
on the location and height of surrounding buildings. There-
fore, for each azimuth direction of all sky patches, the maxi-
mum elevation angle of all rooftops is computed, that potentially
obstruct sky patches in this direction [equation (25)] (compare
Figures 3 and 2B). Using special ordered sets of type 1 (Beale and
Tomlin, 1969) for the discretization of the sky vault, the highest
obstructed sky patch is then determined according to equations
(26) and (27).

The surface-specific irradiation for each parcel and each time
step is then a function of obstructed sky patches [equation (28)].
Finally, the upper bound for the electricity output of a roof
mounted PV panel with electric efficiency ηel is resulting from
equations (29) and (30) where the panel surface depends on the
constructed building’s footprint and the share of roof surface
available and suited for PV panel installation srPV.

2.2.2.4. Energy Networks
The network model was developed with the goal of obtaining
a good estimation of the network lengths while increasing the
problem size as little as possible. A conventional way to include
the network layout inMILP formulations is to decide the existence
of connections between nodes using binary variables for each
potential connection (Söderman and Pettersson, 2006; Weber,

FIGURE 3 | Calculation of obstruction to sun patch.

2008; Fazlollahi, 2014). For larger problems, this results into a high
amount of binaries. In contrary, the method proposed here uses
binary variables for the decision of whether a block is connected
to a network. In principle, the method could be extended down to
the building scale but currently a building can only be connected
if a block is connected [equation (32)]. The network length and
layout is then calculated based on branches and constraints on
their lengths. For this purpose, potential network layouts for a
planning site are identified. These layouts are then analyzed to
identify branches: The main branch is starting at the point where
the neighborhood scale network is connected to a heating center
or a city-wide network. Following this branch, at each bifurcation
it is checked for each bifurcating pipe if it connects more than
one block. If so, an additional branch is defined. Otherwise, it is
defined as a block connection whose length is stored. Afterward,
it is determined for each pair of blocks and branches, how long
the branch would at least have to be if the block was connected,
resulting in the lengths of the branch segments. Each branch
length is then calculated via equation (33), and the total length of
a network is calculated via equation (34). From this, investment
costs can be estimated [equation (40)].

Furthermore, distances between locations of supply and
demand influence operation costs. An exchange technology
extracts from the neighborhood-wide network [equation (20)],
the amount required for satisfying the local balance [equation
(19)] plus an amount to account for transfer losses [equation (31)].
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Depending on the energy carrier, this loss is assumed proportional
to both the amount of transferred energy and the distance over
which the energy is transferred. This distance is calculated as the
sum of the network distance and the Manhattan distance (Black,
2006) between the parcel and the point the block is connected to
the network.

2.2.3. Relation between Model and Multiparametric
Formulation
This section is concluded by indicating the roles of the presented
variables and parameters in formulation (3): Discrete decision
variables y for the optimization model are the number of floors
of buildings nfl [equation (4)], the existence ξ of buildings [equa-
tions (6)–(5)], parks [equations (9)–(11)], and energy conversion
technologies [equations (29) and (30)] at specific locations, and
the connection of blocks [equation (32)]. In addition, auxiliary
variables are required for piecewise linearized functions as, e.g.,
λ for the sky dome model [equations (26)–(28)]. Core continu-
ous decision variables x are the operation rates of technologies
[equations (21) and (22)].

Although the planner could in principle adjust the values of all
parameters, the main parameters are those that parametrize con-
straints by specifying minimum or maximum accepted bounds
for performance indicators. The formulation of these constraints
depends on the problem at hand, which will be illustrated in
section 3.

2.3. Data
The case study, based on which the model was developed, is an
ongoing greenfield development project aimed at transforming
a rural zone into a neighborhood named Les Cherpines. This
zone is located in the south-eastern part of the canton of Geneva,
Switzerland. The development area comprises 58 ha and shall
host 3,000 dwellings and 2,500 jobs. A neighborhood master plan

has been issued in 2013 and defines several goals for the new
development (Office de l’urbanisme, 2013). To cope with the
increasing demand for residential and office space in the canton
(Office de l’urbanisme, 2011), it shall achieve a high FAR. The new
development shall meet “eco-district” standards corresponding to
a coverage of at least 75% of the energy demand from renewable
sources and the construction of buildings according to the Swiss
energy label MINERGIE. Envisaged energy sources are among
others low-temperature waste heat from an industrial zone
located in the south-east of Les Cherpines, geothermal heat, and
electricity from PV.

The spatial allocation of buildings is performed based on a
preliminary site layout which is defined by themaster plan (Office
de l’urbanisme, 2013). It indicates the foreseen locations of major
streets and some specific functionalities as an industrial zone in
the southwestern part and a sports ground in the northern part
of the area. To limit the initial scope of this study, the afore-
mentioned elements were taken as fixed so that the remaining
elements (i.e., buildings for residential and commercial purposes
and for offices) are to be determined by the optimization. Based
on the layout of the master plan a map is generated (see Figure 4)
showing the various elements considered by the optimization
model.

2.3.1. Urban Form and Function
Statistical analyses of the building stock of Geneva were carried
out using data provided by SITG (1957), to identify represen-
tative values for parcel and building parameters. The results are
summarized in Table 3.

The permissible building height in the canton ofGeneva is 21m
(Le grand conseil de la république et canton de Genève, 1988),
which can be increased to 27m to allow for an extra floor, if this
floor is used for residential purposes. Thus, themaximumnumber
of floors was set to 6.

FIGURE 4 | Map of the case study Les Cherpines.
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TABLE 3 | Average values for form-related building parameters of the building stock
of Geneva, for which the full set of listed parameters is available.

Building function Buildings Floor height
hfl (m)

Floors
nfl

Footprint
Afp (m2)

SFH 23,954 4.1 2.29 113.8
MFH 8,153 3.8 5.32 249.7
Office 1,182 4.8 4.35 655.2
Commercial (excl. malls) 191 5.0 2.57 817.8

TABLE 4 |Dwelling surface, occupancy rate, and surface ratio for two building types
(GFA, gross floor area; ERA, energetic reference area).

Building type
bt

GFA/dwelling
Adw (m2)

Inhabitants/dwelling
ninhab/dw

ERA/GFA
srERA

MFH/mixed use 100a 2.57b 0.84d

SFH 213a 2.85c 0.73d

aAverage values for the neighboring municipalities Confignon and Plan-les-Ouates (SITG,
1957).
bValues for the neighboring municipalities Confignon and Plan-les-Ouates (OCSTAT,
2009a).
cValues for the neighboring municipalities Confignon and Plan-les-Ouates (OCSTAT,
2009b).
dSchneider et al. (2016).

The areas between the streets, which are already sketched in the
preliminary layout (Figure 4), are defined as blocks and all blocks
not containing any predefined building functions were meshed
with a regular grid of evenly sized parcels. As a first approximation
these parcels are taken to be quadratic. The parcels’ alignment
deviates about 32.1° from global north toward west.

Based on Table 3, the footprint of mixed-use buildings and
SFH is assumed to be 250 and 125m2, respectively. Afterward,
the parcel size was set to 1,000m2 where each parcel is foreseen
to host two buildings of the same type. These both decisions were
taken out of several considerations: First, is this about the smallest
size of existing adjacent parcels, which lie in the northeast of
the new development (Figure 4), and allows thus a continuous
urban form. Second, both decisions reflect the targeted trade-off
between spatial detail and computational tractability since one
building per parcel would mean doubling the number of parcels.
Third, this parcel size allows to extend the model by the definition
of typical office or commercial buildings which still would fit
into a parcel each. And fourthly, the resulting building area ratio
of one parcel is for mixed-use buildings 0.5 and for SFH 0.25,
which is in line with common values for central and rural devel-
opments, respectively (Ruzicka-Rossier, 2005). The chosen parcel
size resulted in a separation of the case study area into 233 parcels.

2.3.2. Social
Table 4 lists assumed surface values related to residential use. An
average gross floor area per job of Ajobs = 30m2 was taken from
Rey and Lufkin (2013).

2.3.2.1. Landmark View Factor
A mountain range named “Jura” can be seen from the area, which
peaks at about 1,700m. Table 5 lists the parameters required for
calculating the LVF under the assumptions that one wants to see
at least the uppermost 300m of altitude.

TABLE 5 | Geometric parameters for calculating the landmark view factor.

Landmark height H 1,400m
Landmark distance D 14 km
Landmark direction α 45°
View range ∆α 30°

TABLE 6 | Energy reference area-specific annual energy demands per occupancy
type (kWh/m2 a).

Occupancy type Room
heatinga

Hot waterb Room
coolingb

Electricityb

Residential (SFH) 15.3 13.9 0 12.5
Residential (MFH) 18.1 13.9 0 12.5
Office 18.1 1.4 10 19.5
Commercial 13.9 6.9 21 62.4

aSchweizerischer Ingenieur- und Architektenverein (2009) and Gugerli and Kellenberger
(2012).
bSchweizerischer Ingenieur- und Architektenverein (2011) and Kellenberger et al. (2012).

TABLE 7 | Efficiencies of energy conversion technologies.

Location Boilera CHPa HPww
b HPaw

c Chillerb PVd

ηth ηth ηel ηCOP ηCOP ηCOP ηel

Decentral 0.9 – – 0.5 0.34 0.40 0.16
Central 0.9 0.46 0.44 0.6 0.38 – –

aVoll (2014).
bHenchoz (2016).
cGirardin (2012).
dDesthieux et al. (2014).

2.3.3. Energy
2.3.3.1. Energy Demand
The project goals require that all buildings should be constructed
according to the Swiss MINERGIE-P standard for thermal insula-
tion of buildings. This standard defines a peak heating demand of
10W/m2 for all buildings (MINERGIE, 2016), which is here also
assumed for peak cooling demand. The annual energy demands
listed in Table 6 are based on the Swiss SIA directive for energy
efficient buildings and include auxiliary energy for heating sys-
tems, ventilation, electric appliances, and lighting.

Supply temperatures of 12°C for cooling requirements and 55°C
for hot water and heating requirements (Girardin, 2012, p. 78)
were assumed to estimate coefficients of performance of chillers
and heat pumps, respectively.

2.3.3.2. Energy Supply
For this study, only centralized CHP technologies are foreseen,
while chillers and PV panels are installed only at the buildings.
Boilers and heat pumps can be installed both centrally or decen-
trally. Two different annual efficiencies are used for heat pumps to
account for higher efficiencies of larger, centralized technologies.
Table 7 lists the different efficiencies for all considered energy
conversion technologies.

The numerical assumptions regarding the estimation of PV
potential include the panels’ conversion efficiency (see Table 7),
the available roof surface area for PV panels, the panels’ tilt angle,
and the skydome. The roof surface can be partly shaded by roof
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superstructures such as chimneys or machine rooms for elevator
systems. Furthermore, the roof surface available for PV panels
might be reduced by windows. After reduction of these factors the
remaining surface is still not equal to the collector surface since in
the case of flat roofs the panels should be mounted with a certain
tilt angle to maximize the incident annual irradiation on the
panels, depending on the geographical location. Consequently, it
is assumed here that the PV panel area is 50% of the footprint area.
In addition, a panel tilt angle of 30° is taken (Desthieux et al., 2014,
p. 19), which maximizes the annual solar irradiation exploitation
for the latitude of Geneva.

In principle, a skydome containing the 145 sky patches of the
Tregenza sky could be used to assess the solar potential. The
piecewise linear formulation, however, requires a binary vari-
able for each sky patch. Thus, the MILP problem would become
already for small numbers of parcels quite large. This can be coun-
teracted by disaggregating the sky vault into a smaller number of
patches (Figure 5).

2.3.3.3. Energy Networks
Losses in the electric grid are assumed as 5% of the supplied
electricity (Best et al., 2015, p. 164) while losses in the gas grid are
neglected (Keirstead et al., 2012, Table 2). Losses in the heating
network are estimated as 4.3% of supplied heat per kilometers
of network distance (Keirstead et al., 2012, Table 2). Its nominal
supply temperature is set to 60°C at the heating center.

An industrial zone is located toward the south-east of the area
with already installed pipes for a heating network. Consequently,
an attractive option could be to employ the incidental waste heat
for satisfying the new neighborhood’s energy demands. The waste
heat is taken as being constantly available over the year with a
power of 10.75MW at a temperature of 20°C.

FIGURE 5 | Top view of a spheric skydome indicating the total annual
irradiation on a surface tilted 30° toward south for the location of Geneva:
aggregation into larger patches indicated by gray lines (cumulative sky
created with Ladybug; Roudsari et al., 2013b).

2.3.4. Environment
Table 8 lists the meteorologic parameters that influence the
design of the energy conversion technologies. The EnergyPlus
weatherfile available for Geneva is used to generate the cumulative
sky (EnergyPlus, 2017). Furthermore, a constant soil temperature
of 10°C is assumed (Weber and Shah, 2011).

For the calculation of the RES shares on parcel and neighbor-
hood scale, a RES share of 47.1% for the Swiss supplier electricity
mix is taken, considering only electricity from verifiable sources
and further taking waste incineration as renewable (Frischknecht
et al., 2012).

2.3.5. Costs
Assumed interest rates are as follows: 1.7% for owner-occupants
(reference year 2016) ( Schweizerische Nationalbank, 2017) and
6% for the energy provider (OFEV, 2016).

2.3.5.1. Energy Supply
An economic lifetime of 15 years is taken for all energy conversion
technologies (Henchoz, 2016, p. 82). For the economic analysis,
cost functions of several authors were compared. Non-linear cost
functions were linearized with up to 5 segments where the choice
of number and range of segments was made to achieve a good
approximation of the original function. The resulting ranges,
intercepts, and slopes of these segments are listed in Table 9. A
conversion factor of 1.1 CHF/EUR is used for the costs of Voll
(2014) and Henchoz (2016).

The same cost function is used for air–water heat pumps
and water–water heat pumps, neglecting the additional costs of
air–water heat pumps due to larger heat exchangers. The cost
function for GSHP includes the costs for the geothermal probe.
The cost function of Voll (2014) for CHP technologies is extrap-
olated below 0.5 and above 3.2MW. To convert the reference
quantity of the cost function for heat exchangers given byHenchoz
(2016) from area to power, his assumed heat transfer coefficient
of 2.5 kW/m2 K and an estimated logarithmic mean temperature
difference of 5 K were used. For PV panels, a fixed cost coefficient
of 4,000CHF/kWpeak is taken (Desthieux et al., 2014, p. 33).

2.3.5.2. Energy Networks
For the calculation of operation costs, an electricity price of 0.2076
CHF/kWh (Eidgenössische Elektrizitätskommission, 2016) is
assumed for all actors. Further prices are listed in Table 10. The
heat price at which the local supplier buys is the price for waste
heat of the industrial zone and is an assumption of the authors.

TABLE 8 | Meteorologic parameters.

Unit Heating Cooling

Design temperaturea °C −7 30
Average temperatureb °C 7.3 22.6
Threshold temperaturec °C 16 18
Annual durationb h 6,386 1,755

aHenchoz (2016).
bReference year 2016 (Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology, 2016).
cGirardin (2012).
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TABLE 9 | Linearized cost functions of energy conversion technologies.

Seg. Param. Unit Boilera CHPa HPb GSHPb CHa HTSc

Qmin kWth 0 – 0 0 0 0
1 cinv , fix CHF 6,694 – 18,501 38,628 1,181 658.7

cinv , lin CHW/kW 220.2 – 2,823.2 12,085 274.7 73.5

Qmin kWth 50 100 50 50 – 50
2 cinv , fix CHF 11,150 50,045 31,994 77,473 – 1,338

cinv , lin CHW/kW 126.3 403.8 1,701.3 8,885.1 – 58.9

Qmin kWth 100 500 100 100 – 100
3 cinv , fix CHF 23,271 103,775 72,066 232,124 – 16,355

cinv , lin CHW/kW 46.5 294.6 671.1 5,102.6 – 31.7

Qmin kWth 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 – 1,000
4 cinv , fix CHF 53,235 166,093 224,108 78,141 – 122,825

cinv , lin CHW/kW 17.4 234.9 204.6 3,079.2 – 20.6

Qmin kWth 5,000 2,000 – 5,000 – 50,000
5 cinv , fix CHF 88,650 372,960 – 1,678,988 – 315,784

cinv , lin CHW/kW 10.0 153.4 – 2,332.0 – 16.8

Qmax kWth 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 100 125,000

aVoll (2014).
bBochatay et al. (2005).
cHenchoz (2016).

TABLE 10 | Energy prices in CHF/kWh.

Resource Local supplier buy Local supplier sell

Gas 0.0602a 0.0844b

Heat 0.10 0.15

Reference year for all values: 2015.
aMoret et al. (2016).
bConsumer category IV: multifamily housing, average demand 100,000 kWh/a, heating
and DHW (Eidgenössisches Departement für Wirtschaft, Bildung und Forschung, 2016).

For the calculation of investment costs an economic lifetime of
40 years is taken. Consequently, repeated investments in conver-
sion technologies with lifetimes shorter than 40 years (see section
2.3.5.1) are taken into account for the calculation of, e.g., the
annual rate of return (Henchoz, 2016, p. 82). As the new develop-
ment is located within the city boundaries, some infrastructure is
already existent, e.g., electric lines which are passing by all blocks.
Consequently, no installation costs for an electric grid are consid-
ered. The city-wide gas grid is assumed to end at the same point
as the existing heating pipes confidentiality issue Figure 4. The
investment costs for new gas pipes are estimated with a factor of
375CHF/m based on Keirstead et al. (2012) (Table 2). To estimate
the investment costs for a newheating network the cost function of
Henchoz (2016) (Table 1.12) is used with a length- and diameter-
specific cost factor of 5,670CHF/m2 and a length-specific cost
factor of 613CHF/m. An average diameter of the network pipes
of 0.15m is assumed based on existing networks in compara-
ble neighborhoods. The resulting length-specific costs are in the
range of the costs given by Keirstead et al. (2012) (Table 2).

3. APPLICATION

3.1. Influence of Density and Share of
Renewables on Energy System, Costs, and
Urban Form
The developed methodology is demonstrated by answering two
practical questions. The first one is addressing a cost effective

energy supply system: What are the implications of the decisions
of the planners regarding density and environmental targets on
the resulting energy supply system assuming that the owner-
occupants of the buildings and the local energy supplier act
according to economic interests?

The density target consists in the FAR that the new neighbor-
hood should have, and the environmental target is the share of
RES its energy supply shall achieve. These two indicators form
thus the decisions of the planners θ in equation (2), and their
values are varied systematically to capture the according decision
space. The second group of actors affected by the given question
is the owner-occupants of the buildings. They are assumed as one
homogenous group that has the common and only goal of limiting
their energy-related costs. Thus, the assumption is made that all
buildings are occupied by their owners and no conflict of interest
exists as might be the case for landlords and tenants. This means
that annualized investment cost and annual operation cost for the
energy supply are paid by the same actor. The third considered
actor is the local energy supplier whose task is the provision of the
energy infrastructure with networks and centralized technologies.
Similar to the group of owner-occupants, it is assumed that the
supplier follows an economic interest that might manifest itself
in providing only supply options that guarantee them a certain
annual rate of return. All numeric values are listed in section 2.3.
The above listed interests translate into the following optimization
problem:

min
∑
pc

∑
et

(
af cb=‘owner’,et · Ccb=‘owner’,pc,et

inv

+Ccb=‘owner’,pc,et
op

)
,

subject to FARmin ≤ FAR ≤ FARmax = FARmin + 0.01,

sRES,min ≤ sRES,

RRmin ≤
−Ccb=‘supplier’,et

op∑
et C

cb=‘supplier’,et
inv + Cinv,ntw

. (45)
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3.1.1. Decision Space of Planners
Figure 6 shows the decision space of the planners that was cap-
tured by solving the above stated optimization problem. On the
horizontal axes, the decision variables of the planners are plotted,
one out of the social domain with the FAR, and the other out of
the environmental domain with share of RES. Figure 6A displays
performance indicators for owner-occupants out of the economic
domain, with total costs on the vertical axis and operation costs on
the color bar. Figure 6B shows indicators for the energy supply
system in form of connection rates, which reflect the shares of

FIGURE 6 | Capturing the decision space for planners: impact of their
decisions on density and share of RES (horizontal axes) on 6 indicators
(vertical axis, color bar) for costs, energy system, and urban form (circles
indicate plans that are presented in more detail in section 3.1.2). (A) Costs of
owner-occupants, (B) connection rates, and (C) urban form.

buildings that are connected to the heating network (vertical axis)
or the gas network (color bar), respectively. Figure 6C presents
indicators for the urban form, with the building area ratio (BAR)
on the vertical axis and the average building height on the color
bar. Each point on the resulting surfaces is a single plan for which
all decisions of the followers are fixed according to equation (45).
Small circles indicate selected plans, for which the urban layout is
given in Figure 7.

Figure 6A reveals that an increasing share of RES leads to
an increase in capita-specific total costs of the owner-occupants,
which form the objective function, but a decrease in their opera-
tion costs. This is due to the choice of owner-occupants regarding
their energy supply system which will be illustrated in greater
detail in section 3.1.2. It is further remarkable that an increasing
FAR implies only a very small decrease in total costs.

The indicators for the energy supply system (Figure 6B) show
that all buildings are connected to the heating network inde-
pendent on the targets for FAR and share of RES. Furthermore,
the gas network connection rate decreases with an increasing
share of RES, which prevents natural gas as source for heating.
A dependency of the connection rates on the FAR is not recog-
nizable. The reason therefore will become clear when observing
the effects on the urban form indicators: Figure 6C illustrates
that the increase in FAR is achieved by increasing the BAR of the
neighborhood rather than constructing taller buildings. First, it
is less costly for the group of owner-occupants to install fewer
energy technologies of larger size than many small technologies
due to a sublinear increase of their investment costs with nominal
power (see section 2.3.5.1). This also explains why almost no
decrease of total costs of owner-occupants with an increasing FAR
is detectable in Figure 6A. Second, small buildings that have to be
spread out overmore parcels to obtain a given FAR, require longer
energy network connections than few, tall buildings. However,
since all buildings are connected to at least one energy carrier
network (seeFigure 6A), the constraint on supplier costs demands
for a grouping of this building into a few blocks, close to the feed-
in point of the existing networks, to decrease the total network
lengths and therewith investment costs.

3.1.2. Decisions of Followers
Two plans are presented in detail to exemplarily illustrate the
decisions of the followers. Figure 7A shows that the buildings are
clustered to assure the supplier the targeted annual profit as stated
earlier. Furthermore, all buildings are connected to the heating
network. In addition, about 40% of all buildings use natural gas
boilers. All buildings connected to both networks import annually
2.1GWh of natural gas and 30.4MWh of heat. Thus, the heat
received from the heating network covers only the peak load in
cold hours. Figure 7C reveals that under the given prices this
combination would indeed be cheapest for the owner-occupants.
However, it is not employed in all buildings since the constraint on
RES puts a limit on the usage of natural gas for heating. Although
the chosen energy supply system respects the constraint on annual
supplier profit, is it unlikely that a supplier would be ready to offer
this option. To prevent these designs, the model and according
data could incorporate, e.g., load-dependent heat prices, or an
additional constraint to exclude connections to both networks.
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FIGURE 7 | Urban form and energy supply system for selected plans of varying shares of RES and a constant FAR of 1.5 (numbers indicate total floors). (A) Plan 1
(RES 50%): energy supply system. (B) Plan 2 (RES 90%): energy supply system. (C) Plan 1 (RES 50%): total costs. (D) Plan 2 (RES 90%): total costs. (E) Plan 1
(RES 50%): operation costs. (F) Plan 2 (RES 90%): operation costs.

In plan 2, again all buildings are connected to the heating
network and clustered in 6 blocks (Figure 7B). However, the
higher minimum share of RES of 90% allows only one building to
be heated by a boiler yet. Furthermore, this constraint requires to
equip about 35% of all buildings with PV panels. The installation
of these panelsmeans that the owner-occupants of those buildings
pay higher total costs (Figure 7D), but lower operation costs
(Figure 7F).

3.2. Influence of Density and Share of
Parks on Landmark View and Urban Form
If followers acted purely economically driven, the previously iden-
tified plans would best reflect their interests. However, these
plans are not attractive under other considerations since a densely
clustered, high-rise environment is likely to not be considered very
livable by most occupants. One implication of such dense plans
is that open spaces are not nearby or even entirely missing (i.e.,
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for an FAR of 3). A further implication is that the view on, e.g.,
surrounding landmarks is very limited. Such a view influences in
turn the prices of buildings or flats within these buildings, at which
building contractors can sell them to owner-occupants (Benson
et al., 1998; Thalmann, 2010). Inspired by these shortcomings,
a second practical question aims at aspects of livability rather
than the energy system and its economic and environmental
effects: what are the implications of the decisions of the planners
regarding density and park targets on the resulting urban form
assuming that the building contractors try to maximize the view
of all buildings? The resulting optimization problem is given by:

max
∑
pc

npcfl,view,

subject to FARmin ≤ FAR ≤ FARmax = FARmin + 0.01,

spark,min ≤
∑

pc ξ
pc
park · Apc

par∑
pc A

pc
par

.

(46)

To respect the conditions for livable parks (section 2.2.2.1), it is
assumed that parks are surrounded by at least 5 buildings [equa-
tion (9)], which together comprise a minimum of 3 residential
floors, 2 office floors, and 1 commercial floor [equation (10)],
and which are not further away than 50m. Besides that, parks
shall have a minimum annual solar irradiation of 500 kWh/m2 a
[equation (11)].

3.2.1. Decision Space of Planners
Figure 8 shows a similar plot as for the first question, which
illustrates the decision space for planners. The surface spanning
up this space is of triangular shape, which is due to the existence
of a maximum achievable share of parks for a given density. It can
be further noted that the achievable LVF increases with decreasing
FAR and decreasing share of parks, respectively. Within the given
ranges of FAR and park share, the FAR has the bigger effect on
LVF. This observation will get clear when looking at the map
indicating the decisions of all followers.

FIGURE 8 | Capturing the decision space for planners: their decisions on
density and share of parks influence the maximum achievable LVF (circles
indicate plans that are presented in more detail in section 3.2.2).

3.2.2. Decisions of Followers
For a low density of 1 and a low park share of 5%, a very high
LVF is obtainable: 78% of all floors have a nice view (Figure 9B).
For most blocks, the highest buildings, and thus with best view,
are located at the south-eastern-most row of parcels, the furthest
away from the next block in the direction of the landmark. This
has two implications: The highest buildings line up at the south-
eastern border of the plan, perpendicular to the direction of a
nice view. In addition, there is a diagonal line of high buildings.
Almost all buildings located north of this diagonal have only one
floor. The parks are mainly located at the north-western border of
the blocks and unevenly distributed over the neighborhood. This
could be counteracted by a constraint on the spatial distribution
of parks.

For the same density but a higher park share of 20%, the
achievable LVF is 64% (Figure 9A). The higher number of parks
implies that less parcels can be occupied by buildings. To still
achieve the same FAR, the floors have to be stacked up to less,
but higher buildings. These few, high buildings are obstructing
the view more than many, small buildings. The parks are arranged
in the form of long “alleys” in the direction of the landmark. More
shaded areas are located at the southern-eastern ends, surrounded
by the higher buildings with nice views. Due to those alleys, many
floors of these buildings, however, have rather a tunnel view on
the landmark. An improvement of the concept of the LVF could
thus include the visible range of the landmark. Furthermore, those
alleys could be combined to form less numerous but therefore
wider park alleys by increasing the perimeter dblg@parks ,max, within
which surrounding buildings should be considered, for the con-
straints on coherence [equation (9)] and diversity [equation (10)].
Those alleys also bring about that especially from the south-
eastern ends of the parks, the landmark is more visible. Thus, in
comparison with the previous plan 4, a shift from private view
toward public view can be stated.

For the same park share as for plan 4, but with a higher density
of 2, at most 39% of all floors can have a nice view (Figure 9C).
Rather than lines of high buildings, the algorithm generates blocks
of mainly the same building height, where height differences
mainly occur between blocks. Here, the first row of each block in
view direction enjoys a nice view. Parks are located at almost the
same parcels as for the case of a lower density.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Key Contributions
Urban planning comprises many conflicting goals, which are not
easily resolvable and whose solution is commonly left to the
intuition of the planners. The presented approach takes up this
practice by offering them a computational method where they
can quickly detect the impact of their decisions on those the
followers are likely to take. By aggregating the decisions of the
followers to planning parameters, as densities or shares of, e.g.,
parcel functions, the method is targeting early planning phases.
The combination of several domains in onemodel allows to simul-
taneously regard multiple aspects of urban planning, namely,
social, economic, form, environmental, and energy aspects, which
commonly have to be tackled with different tools.
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FIGURE 9 | Urban form, landmark view, and park irradiation for selected plans of varying densities and park shares (numbers indicate total floors). (A) Plan 3: FAR
1.0, park share 20%. (B) Plan 4: FAR 1.0, park share 5%. (C) Plan 5: FAR 2.0, park share 5%.
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The computational method employs optimization to assist in
resolving conflicts between these domains. It aims to do so, not
by calculating the ultimate solution, but aggregating the results
of many optimizations to reveal potentials, limitations, trade-
offs, and contradictions of and within the decision space of the
planners. The application of the method to answer two practical
planning questions revealed, e.g., the impact of sustainability tar-
gets on the energy supply system or themaximum achievable view
factor in dependence on number of parks.

Results are in first line available in form of three-dimensional
charts of the decision space, which reveal the general trends and
trade-offs inherent to the planning question at hand. Maps show-
ing the decisions of the followers serve to explain and understand
in detail these observed trends and trade-offs rather than pro-
viding a final urban design. They may serve as basis from which
planners continue based on their intuition and experience.

4.2. Limitations
4.2.1. Validity of Results
Model-based methodologies face the trade-off between detail and
accuracy on the one hand and computational costs on the other
hand. If such methods were ordered according to this trade-off,
the one proposed would rather lie somewhere in the middle. It is
more detailed but also more costly than spreadsheet tools, which
serve to do rough estimations, but are limited when it comes to
generating and optimizing a great number of plans. On the other
hand, it is less detailed but also less costly than dynamic simulation
tools, which serve to, e.g., create operation schedules, and which
are mostly fit for specific purposes, such as the estimation of
energy demand in buildings or transport needs. These kind of
tools would further have to be coupledwith heuristic optimization
methods to reveal similar insights as the proposed tool is able to
give.

The advantage in computational speed over the group of sim-
ulation tools is partly achieved by only allowing linear model
formulations. They come at the price of modeling accuracy since
many phenomena arising in the urban context are of non-linear
nature. Although this can be partly overcome by piecewise lin-
earization of non-linear functions, as also employed in this work,
this remains an approximation.

However, since the task in early-phase urban planning is to
create, compare, and decide between different sketches, users
might be ready to accept a lower degree of accuracy for getting
a better overview of their decision space in a faster way. A certain
number of thus identified sketches could then be validated with
more accurate and detailed simulation tools.

4.2.2. Interpretability of Results
Another limitation next to the accuracy of generated results is
their interpretability. On the one hand, plans found by numerical
optimization should first of all be considered as extreme solu-
tions (Keirstead and Shah, 2013, p. 330f). Although there is the
possibility to make the plans less extreme and more balanced
by subsequently adding constraints respecting more and more
aspects, their extreme nature will persist. It is therefore left to the
planner to adequately make use of these extreme solutions and
insights in a meaningful way (deVries et al., 2005).

On the other hand, interpreting the generated abstract urban
form, depicted by a regular grid occupied with cubes, is not
straightforward. This form should be interpreted as representing
relationships (Bruno et al., 2011, p. 105) and would naturally not
be built directly. So far the planner would still have to deduce the
rules expressed by the arrangements of the blocks and translate
them into a realistic urban form. A first step in such a process
could be to move the buildings as placed by the algorithm within
their parcels or to reshape their footprint while respecting the
FAR, building height and floor types as calculated by the model.
However, the greater these changes, the more likely it is that cer-
tain calculated indicators do not hold anymore. Thus, a validation
with more detailed simulation tools would become even more
important. One could also think of a new series of optimizations
using different assumptions on size and position of footprints and
parcels. In summary, the generated results, not only but especially
concerning the urban form, should not be seen as dogmatic but
indicative.

4.2.3. Balanced Modeling
A third limitation lies in the fact that not all aspects of urban
systems are easy to quantify and thus to include in the model
(Ligmann-Zielinska et al., 2008; Bruno et al., 2011). Williams
(2013) states that the necessity to take decisions, however, often
implies an implicit quantification of “unquantifiable concepts,”
and that in comparison with such an implicit quantification,
the endeavor to make a quantification explicit is preferable. The
degree of ease with which criteria can be measured and modeled
can even affect the attention they are given (Roy, 1985; Meadows,
1998; Desthieux, 2005). In this line, it would be imperative to
include as many aspects as possible in the model, even though
or yet especially if they seem very hard to quantify. Another
approach would be to use the proposed methodology to identify
a few plans that are promising concerning the modeled aspects
and subsequently assess these plans regarding aspects that are not
modeled. The arrangement of buildings, for example, illustrates
well both philosophies: Design rules based on expert knowledge
could possibly be identified, which could then be implemented in
the model On the other hand, the generated maps allow—with a
certain faculty of abstraction (see section 4.2.2)—an a posteriori
judgment by a human (Bruno et al., 2011).

4.2.4. Graphical Representation
The decision space of planners was represented by plotting criteria
on three spatial axes and coloring the resulting surface (Figures 6
and 8). However, these plots are naturally limited in the number
of indicators presented at the same time, and make it hard to
identify numeric values. A graphical representation to overcome
these limitations is the use of parallel coordinate plots (Cajot et al.,
2017).

4.3. Potential Future Work
4.3.1. Exploitation of Model
Potential future work could start with a further exploitation of the
already existing model. For example, the two presented practical
questions could be combined to one optimization problem to
assess the trade-off between a clustering of high-rise buildings,
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which is desirable to reduce energy related costs (section 3.1),
and a scattering of buildings of various heights, which increases
livability (section 3.2). In addition to that, other insights could be
gained by alterations of the underlying data, e.g., by varying the
energy prices or considering different occupancy types.

4.3.2. Extension of Model
4.3.2.1. Scales
Although the model already spans a considerable range of scales
from floor to neighborhood, there is still plenty of room to incor-
porate more spatial scales. This holds especially for enlarging the
considered scales toward the district or even beyond. A first step in
this direction was done with looking at nearby resources, here in
form of waste heat from a neighboring industrial zone. However,
there are other aspects and also other domainswhere an expansion
of the focus should have an impact on decisions. An example
therefore would be the optimization of the landmark view within
the new neighborhood while compromising as little as possible
the landmark views of existing, surrounding neighborhoods.

With just 4 time steps (base and peak demand of heating and
cooling, respectively), the temporal resolution of both input data
and results is very low. A refinement of the temporal scales by, e.g.,
incorporating typical days should allow to incorporate the effect
of operation strategies on the system performance. An extension
toward larger time scales is also conceivable to determine not
only where and what kind of buildings or equipment to build or
purchase, respectively, but also when.

4.3.2.2. Domains
Not only could further scales but also further aspects of urban
systems be considered. The currentmodel incorporates, for exam-
ple, only operational energy demand. Further work could thus
implement the embodied energy and greenhouse gas emissions
due to the construction of buildings and the energy supply system.
The underlying trade-offs between embodied and operational
energy should indeed influence the decisions (Kellenberger et al.,
2012, p. 86). Also would the primary energy demand for energy
technologies allow to compare the performance of the neigh-
borhood with target values as defined by the 2000-Watt soci-
ety concept (Schweizerischer Ingenieur- und Architektenverein,
2011). Likewise non-energy related environmental aspects could
be included as, e.g., soil permeability. A domain which was so
far entirely left aside concerns the mobility of the neighborhood’s
occupants.

4.3.2.3. Application
The model could be further adopted to also apply to redevelop-
ment projects of existing neighborhoods where the outer form of
only a part of the building stockmight be subject to change.While
this would reduce the relevance or necessity, respectively, of some
indicators and decision variables, othersmight bemore important
or additionally required.

4.3.3. Extension of Methodology
4.3.3.1. Capturing the Decision Space
The goal of capturing the decision space and its tipping points
can be achieved in computationally more efficient ways than

proposed here. One way of doing so is to employ more sophis-
ticated sampling techniques to determine the combination of
parameters (i.e., decisions of planners) for which an optimization
over the decisions of the followers shall be performed. Another
way consists in the use of dedicated multiparametric program-
ming algorithms to identify critical regions (Pistikopoulos et al.,
2007; Kopanos and Pistikopoulos, 2014).

4.3.3.2. User Interaction
The answer to a specific planning question might result in the
conjecture that there are more hidden trade-offs and thus bring
up new questions. These new questions can be answered inde-
pendently, as was done for this article, and could be considered
as looking at the decision space from a different, independent
perspective. However, this approach risks to result in conflicting
plans and thus making decisions difficult again.

It would be better to answer newly arising questions building on
the already obtained results, e.g., fixing the energy supply system
identified in the first step and then optimizing the LVF. This
constitutes rather a deeper exploration of the decision space. A
third way would be to adapt the original problem statement with
respect to newly discovered or suspected trade-offs. This requires
in the following a recapturing of the decision space.Which of these
approaches is suited, highly depends on the decision-maker and
the questions at hand. Consequently, an interfacewould be needed
to let the decision-maker steer the exploration of the decision
space by defining and refining objectives and constraints. Based
on discussions with different stakeholders of the urban domain,
such an interface is currently under development to complete the
decision support tool URBio.

NOMENCLATURE

α Azimuth angle of sky patch
β Angle from north toward direction of building
δ Duration of time step
∆ψ View range around landmark
ϵ Elevation angle of sky patch
λ Binary variable for sky patch
ϕ All decision variables
Π Performance indicator
ψ Angle from north toward direction of landmark
σ Reference size of technology
θ Decision variables for user, parameters for model
ξ Existence of . . .
A Area
af Annuity factor
C Cost
c Vector containing objective function coefficients
D Distance to landmark
d Distance
dm Diameter
E Energy flow
e Specific energy flow (to area or length)
H Height of landmark
h Height
hn Heating network
hts Heat transfer station
i interest rate
ir Surface-specific irradiation

(Continued)
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l Length
lt Lifetime
n Number of . . .
o Operation rate of technology
P Matrix containing equality constraint coefficients
p Vector containing right-hand side parameters of equality

constraints
Q Matrix containing inequality constraint coefficients
q Vector containing right-hand side parameters of inequality

constraints
r rate-specific energy flow
RR Rate of return
s Share
x Continuous decision variables for computer/optimization
y Continuous decision variables for computer/optimization

Acronyms

ASHP Air source heat pump
CH Chiller
CHP Combined heat and power
ERA Energetic reference area
FAR Floor area ratio
GFA Ground floor area
GSHP Ground source heat pump
HP Heat pump
HTS Heat transfer station
LVF Landmark view factor
MFH Multifamily home
MILP Mixed integer linear programming
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable energy sources

Set members

com Commercial
mix Mixed-use building
off Office
rsd Residential
sfh Single family home

Subscripts

air Heat from the air
blg Building
bs Building services
cst Constant part of equation
dir Direct
dm Diameter specific
ecl Euclidean
en-loc Local electricity network
en-nat National electricity network
exp Export
fl Floors
fp Footprint
gr Gradient
hn Heating network
hw Hot water
ic Intercept
imp Import
inv Investment
l Length specific
lin Linear part of equation
loss Network losses
max Maximum value
min Minimum value
net Net

(Continued)

ntw Network
obs Obstructed
op Operation
par Parcel
park Park
rc room cooling
rel Relative
rh Room heating
seg Segment
soil Heat from the ground
tot Total
unobs Unobstructed
view Indicating floors with view
wht Waste heat
x For continuous variables
y For discrete variables

Sets

Φ All decision variables
Θ Decision variables for user, parameters for model
AZ Azimuth angles of sky patches
BL Blocks
BR Network branches
BT Building types
CB Cost balances
CT Conversion technologies
EL Elevation angles of sky patches
ET Energy technologies
LC Locations of buildings or centralized technologies
OT Occupancy types
PC Parcels
S Segments of linearized function
T Times
XT Exchange technologies

Throughout the article the following notation is adopted: Nor-
mal fonts are parameters not subject to optimization. Bold set are
variables that are decision variables in the model formulation or
variables derived from those. All sets are fully capitalized, while
their according indices are uncapitalized and members of sets are
put in single quotes. Furthermore, the convention is made that
whenever an equation defines a variable indexed over some set,
the variable is defined for all set members if not stated otherwise.
The same applies for sums: the sum is made over the entire set of
the given index, if not stated otherwise.
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